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The cover this month shows a peaceful autumn scene in Mike Ticehurst's apiary 
with the bees enjoying the sunshine.  It is all too easy sometimes working on this 
magazine to forget that beekeeping is about the wellbeing of the bees as well as 
beekeepers.   I am often asked what made me "go into beekeeping".  I think it was 
the desire to have something to do while tending my mother's overgrown garden 
that wasn't about watching my pitiful attempts at horticulture struggle to survive.  
Whatever my original motivation, I soon became enthralled with these incredible 
insects.  In spite of my ministrations, they survived and prospered, teaching me a few 
lessons along the way about resilience.

I got my first bees in the summer of 2009 and beekeeping has taken over my 
life since then.  But things move on.  I no longer have to worry about my mother's 
garden, and my family has expanded to include grandchildren.  I want to step back 
and spend more time with my family and my bees.  But to do that, I need to find a 
replacement Editor for this magazine.  Someone who can spare a few hours a month, 
gathering in contributions and arranging them over the pages.  All preparation for 
the printing firm, compiling diary dates, dealing with advertisers, invoicing, etc, is 
handled by Mike Ticehurst who does a sterling job behind the scenes.  As Editor, 
my responsibility is for the content, and this is mostly readily forthcoming from the 
Branches and individual members as well as the magazine's regular contributors.  It's 
been fun, and I've met lots of lovely people who I wouldn't have come into contact 
with otherwise.  

Would you like to have a go?  Mike and I will support you.  The magazine comes 
out ten times a year.  December/January is a double issue, so anyone taking on the 
job this December would be producing February 2019 as their first issue.

Whatever the outcome of my appeal for a new Editor, I shall be carrying on for the 
time being as Devon's membership secretary.  In this job I liaise between the Branch 
membership secretaries and BBKA.  Looking after Devon members' details means 
the magazine mailing list, among other things, is kept up to date.  So another appeal 
from me: it's the time of year for membership renewals.  If you pay your subscription 
before 30 December, your membership runs on without interruption.  I do not have 
any work to do.  However, late payments - even by a few days - cause a lot of work.  
Membership has to be lapsed, both with Devon and BBKA, after checking with 
Branches that payment has definitely not been received, and if later on, payment is 
received, the member has to be re-enrolled and all details re-entered.  It is a time-
consuming process and mistakes often happen!

Furthermore, this year BBKA are planning to introduce a new IT system.  With the 
best will in the world, this is unlikely to be trouble-free.  Prompt payment will make 
things so much easier for everyone involved.  This year, we have produced a one-
page form for renewing members.  Hopefully, it should be straightforward to fill in.  
Please, if you can, circle Yes to the Gift Aid option.    It makes a big difference to your 
Branch's funds.  A good time to renew is at your Branch's AGM where you can hand 
in the form and payment direct to your Branch Membership Secretary or Treasurer.

From the Editor
Lilah Killock
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Chairman's Brood Box
Tony Lindsell

I am really pleased to be able to share more good news with 
you by saying a big Well Done to all our members who have 
been successful in this year’s exams and assessments. In 
particular Well Done to Kathy Lovegrove who passed the new 
Bee Health Assessment with flying colours.  Kathy was Devon's 
only candidate this year.  Maybe more of us can consider it in 
the future. Also I’d like to thank Tim Allen, our Exams Officer 
who, quietly but effectively and efficiently, co-ordinates the 
whole process for the candidates. More details on the results 
are to be found later in this issue.

As I write this I am reminded that it is twelve months since 
we heard about Martyn Hocking’s experience with the Asian hornet in North Devon. 
Martyn’s experience instigated a massive response from our members to do 
everything possible to prevent the Asian hornet establishing itself in the UK. Much 
has been achieved, but one thing we could not do was to physically prevent the Asian 
hornet from getting here and it seems there are far more sightings this year at a 
number of widespread locations. 

Many members from Devon and other associations travelled to Jersey to assist 
Jersey beekeepers in their attempts to 
halt the Asian hornet setting up home 
on the island. Tracy and I flew over in 
mid-September to see first-hand this 
insect that is causing so many concerns, 
not just for beekeepers but the balance 
of the environment generally. You will 
have seen and heard many excellent 
reports by Simon O’Sullivan, Gerry 
Stuart and Judith Norman so I will not 
repeat what they have said. What was 
clear to me is that we should not have 
any preconceived ideas of how they 
behave. The Asian hornets that I saw 
were bigger than I expected (they may 
have been Queens but there’s no way of 
readily detecting a queen from a worker); 
they don’t always nest in tops of trees 
and if you leave any behind after you’ve 
removed their nest they will start building 
a new primary nest again. We visited 
one site where a nest had been removed 
and a trap had been left in its place, the 
hornets had started to build a nest in 
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the top space, under the roof of the trap. The next evening we went to a farm where 
a primary nest had been built in a bird box and a secondary nest built in a nearby 
tree. Both those nests had been removed but within 10 days a new tertiary (same as 
primary) had been built under the eaves of a farm building, presumably by hornets 
left behind from the removal of the original nests. This nest was also removed but not 
before all 17 hornets had been removed individually and placed in containers. (I’ve 
just heard that another nest has been built on the same location as the nest that was 
removed.) 

The following day I saw one of the most unusual sights I’ve ever witnessed as a 
beekeeper. We went to the home of Bob Hogge where, on a table in his living room, 
was a brood box and two supers of a polystyrene national hive (entrance closed) that 
had been converted into an observation hive with many of the side panels having 
been removed and replaced with glass panels. Inside were the 17 Asian Hornets that 
were removed from the nest the previous evening. It was fascinating to be able to 
watch them so closely. 

I was very impressed by the Jersey lead beekeepers, John De Carteret and Bob 
Hogge, and their non-beekeeping, newly-appointed co-ordinator, Nigel Errington, and 
other beekeepers and volunteers who have invested an enormous amount of their 
time and energy to combat the hornet. It concerns me that if/when the Asian Hornet is 
more established here, how we as beekeepers and the public generally are going to 
deal with it.

Don’t forget, John De Carteret is our guest speaker at Devon Beekeepers’ Day on 
the 15th December.

Finally, November sees our annual round of Branch AGMs. Please support your 
hardworking officers by attending your Branch AGM.  You never know you may be 
tempted to join them and share in the brilliant work they do to promote bees and 
beekeeping across the County.

Devon Beekeepers Association
Registered Charity No 270675

General Secretary: Barry Neal, Badgers Barn, Withacott, Langtree, 
Torrington EX38 8NL 01805-601715; 07789-435477;  

gen.sec.dbka@gmail.com

Annual General Meeting 2018
The Devon Beekeepers' Association (DBKA) Annual General Meeting will be held 

in the Lister and Fleming Rooms at  
The Future Inn, Plymouth International Business Park, 1 William France Road, 

Plymouth PL6 5ZD on 
Saturday 15 December 2018 at 10.15 am.

Proposals for agenda items and nominations for election to DBKA County Officer 
posts (the DBKA website has details) must be forwarded to the DBKA General 

Secretary no later than Thursday 15 November 2018.
The agenda will be available on the DBKA website.
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Asian Hornet Update
A new Asian Hornet: UK sightings in 2018 page has been published on  

www.gov.uk. This reports the current situation (mid-October) as there having been 13 
confirmed sightings of the Asian hornet in England and six nests destroyed.

Nine of these sightings occurred in 2018: an individual hornet in Lancashire (April) 
and Hull, three in Cornwall, two in Hampshire, one in Surrey (all in September) and 
the latest in Kent (October).  According to the NBU news site, the latest sighting was 
of Asian hornets (note the plural) being seen foraging on ivy at Dungeness.

The situation in Jersey as reported by Jersey Beekeepers on 3 October was:
A total of 52 nests this year have been found and destroyed or prevented.  This 

figure includes trapped founder queens and primary nests that would have have 
developed into secondary nests, as well as secondary nests.

The Jersey Beekeepers have worked out that those 52 nests would have produced 
10,400 queens (based on the lower figure 
generally accepted for 200 queens produced 
by each nest.)  If only 2.5% of queens 
survived the winter this would have given 
Jersey 260 potential nests in 2019.  These 
nests would have produced an Asian hornet 
count of circa 1.5 million hornets - based on 
a nest having an average hornet content at 
high season of 6,000.  Each hornet starts life 
as a grub who only eats protein in the form of 
pollinators at a generally accepted rate of at 
least 10 each day.

Members of Devon's AHAT team, 
Colin Lodge and Gerry Stuart provided 
valuable input to a BeeCraft Asian Hornet 
webinar held on Thursday 13 September.  
You can view the webinar on YouTube: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=W24ddsjL8oc

A letter from Defra to the BBKA praising 
the work of the Asian Hornet Action Teams is 
shown here.

Have you ever wondered why your bees don’t seem to frequent the garden plants 
you put in for their benefit? Unlike other bees, honey bees are not solitary insects 
and therefore do not gather food by visiting individual flowers and differing plants 
to obtain their daily diet. Because honey bees have to feed the colony they need to 
communicate the whereabouts of larger sources of pollen/nectar to family members. 
So if you want to attract honey bees, plant flowers in a group or consider a larger 
flowering shrub.

Visitors en masse
Graham Kingham
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Image1:  These are the sort of stacks to 
make; a cotton wool pad will be on each 
of the boxes. Crown boards and clearer 
boards can be interspersed in the stack. 
Make sure the pad is not pressed on 
by the layer above, otherwise the liquid 
acid will be squeezed from the pad and 
be wasted. Slow evaporation is what we 
need.

Image 2: Close-up of the polythene 
under the cotton wool pad; the polythene 
is larger than the pad and without 
overhangs of cotton wool. 
Fill it with as much acid as it will absorb, 
about a quarter pint is sufficient for each 
box.

Acetic acid is good and convenient 
for fumigation of combs and has long 
been used against nosema, wax 
moth, EFB and chalk brood, and one 
of the best times to carry out this 
task is in the autumn or winter.  It 
was advocated by Dr Lesley Bailey 
of Rothamsted Research Station in 
his Bailey comb change treatment for 
nosema which relies on having good 
sterilised drawn comb.  

The bees will have consumed about 
8lb honey to make each pound of wax.  
Good comb is hard won and valuable 
for re-use.  Likewise, nuclei do better 
on drawn comb than on foundation. 

This is a pictorial guide to setting up 
a fumigation stack.  Here are a few 
explanatory notes.
Materials

Acetic acid is an organic acid in the 
series we commonly know and use; 
acetic, formic, maleic, lactic, oxalic, 
etc.  It is most simply derived from 
oxidised ethanol (drinking alcohol). 
Leave a bottle of wine open and it will 
sour to wine vinegar.  Table vinegar 
is normally 5% acetic acid.  It can be 
distilled at 118°C to concentrate it.

Acetic acid is in common usage 
in the catering trade for pickles and 
chutneys, and is conveniently supplied 
in its 80% state, ie it comes already 
diluted with 20% water.  It can be 
bought as glacial, ie near 100% 
strength, but it is like ice in the bottle 
and would need to be pre-warmed to 
pour, so is not to be recommended.

You can buy it from a local pharmacy 
or from the beekeeping trade 
suppliers. Bee farmers often buy it in 

Acetic Acid Fumigation
Ken Basterfield NDB, DBKA Education Officer
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Images 3 and 4: A clearer board and 
plastic queen excluder is being added 
before the next box goes on top.

Image 5: Build up the stack as high as 
you can reach safely to pour the acid. 

quantity at a much reduced price so 
try one of them local to you.  Certainly 
many are happy to supply hobby 
beekeepers in small quantities, locally 
and cheaply. It should always come 
with safety and product data.

The cotton wool is bought from 
the pharmacists in rolls about ten 
inches long by four inches diameter. 
It naturally peels into thin layers and it 
is this that we cut into pads about five 
inches (12.5mm) square. 
Safety

It is an acid and will burn your 
skin - remember malt vinegar is only 
~5% acetic acid - so wear gloves, old 
clothes or a plastic apron, and eye 
protection. We keep a hose pipe near 
by for washing off any splashes whilst 
pouring the acid.  

Avoid breathing in the vapour. 
Do not mount the stack on concrete; 

any leaks will turn the concrete surface 
to dust. 
Process

It is the vapour from the acid which 
kills the pathogens. It is heavier than 
air and will sink. We place a pad of 
cotton wool on top of a polythene 
square on each brood box, pouring 
about a quarter-pint (150ml) of acetic 
acid on each pad.  The vapour will then 
sink to fill the box and do its work.

Do not let the cotton wool hang over 
the polythene edge otherwise it will 
quickly wick the liquid acid over the 
side; it is only vapour that you want to 
come off the pad.

It is best to do a stack of equipment 
at a time, so a pile of boxes will share 
a pile of pads, one on each box. Two 
shallow supers can share one pad.  
It needs to be sealed at the top and 
bottom and floor boards will do this job. 
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Image 7: Eighteen brood chambers 
and nine shallows took about 2½ litres 
of acetic acid

Image 6: The top is closed to prevent 
the vapour leaking out, in our case with 
a split floor board which has a complete 
lower rim. The whole lot is left for a week.

We have some split box floor boards 
with complete lower rims and we make 
use of these, with the bottom one 
inverted as you will see in the pictures.

The stack must not have holes or 
gaps otherwise the vapour will leak out 
and be wasted.  Masking or gaffer tape 
can be used to seal the any large gaps 
between boxes. Our boxes fit well and 
generally we don’t need tape, as you 
will see. You can intersperse crown 
boards, clearer boards and plastic 
queen excluders, but nothing metal, as 
it will be corroded; metal side runners 
should be removed temporarily.

Make the stack outside, somewhere 
sheltered from the wind.  

Leave it for a week for the acetic acid 
to work its wonders, then unload the 
stack, taking out the pads and saving 
these in a covered bucket for next time. 

 Restack crosswise so that they can 
ventilate. 

Leave them for a couple of days 
before putting them into service on a 
hive. Indeed, I have had swarms come 
into stacks that have been put out to 
ventilate, so the bees do not seem to 
mind.
Pollen Mite

This is always a good ally for 
removing mouldy pollen. Incidentally 
and unexpectedly, we discovered that 
pollen mites seem to be invigorated in 
this acid vapour and do an excellent 
job of removing mouldy pollen in the 
frames of the stack. 

For Sale
Warming Cabinet - Electric Uncapping Knife - Frame Gripper - 25 sheets BS Deep 
wired - 40 sheets BS Shallow wired - 40 sheets BS Shallow unwired - 10 sheets 
Drone BS Shallow wired.  £150 for the lot!
Please contact Bill Finnemore (Plymouth Branch) on 01752 404184.
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BBKA Assessment Successes 2018
Tim Allen, DBKA Examinations Secretary

Congratulations to the following members who passed their Basic Assessment this 
summer:

East Devon: Duncan Mackinder*, Peter Moran
Exeter: Chris Halliday*
Newton Abbot: Thomas Willmington, Victor Willmington*
North Devon: Victoria Dyes*, Susan Pile*
Okehampton: Sue Baxter, Clare Gunning*, Brian Howell, Liz Ledsham*,  
Sheila Matthews, Anthony Matthews
Plymouth: Lee Stenning
Tavistock: Karen Alexander*, Susanne Allen*
Tiverton: Susan Francombe*, Norma King*, Nicholas Morse
Torbay: Angela Huxham*, Colin Lodge, Lynette Taylor
Totnes & Kingsbridge: Annette Quartly*
Congratulations to Kathy Lovegrove from Totnes & Kingsbridge Branch who 

passed the new Bee Health assessment.  (Kathy is to date the only person from 
Devon to take this assessment.)

* with Credit

homehardware

MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS

At 164 Fore Street, Exeter
Top quality equipment

Hives, frames, foundations and tools.
Main agents for E.H.THORNE

For personal service ring 01392 272877 : Email adamsofcrediton@btinternet.com

ADAMS
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£128.00

Scientists have recently discovered more about magnetic sensing in honey bees. 
They have found iron-based crystals in the cells in the bees' abdomens which work 
as magneto-receptors, using the earth’s magnetic fields for flight direction and when 
orientating their comb, in line with the local magnetic field. This evidence shows 
up when beekeepers have dismantled colonies that have taken up residence in 
numerous new venues that have to be removed for one reason or another.

Our planet’s magnetic field is believed to be generated deep down in the Earth’s 
core.  Right at the heart of the Earth is a solid inner core, two-thirds the size of the 
Moon and composed primarily of iron. At a hellish 5,700°C, this iron is as hot as the 
Sun’s surface, but the crushing pressure caused by gravity prevents it from becoming 
liquid.  Surrounding this is the outer core, a 2,000 km thick layer of iron, nickel, and 
small quantities of other metals. Lower pressure than the inner core means the metal 
here is fluid. 

Differences in temperature, pressure and composition within the outer core cause 
convection currents in the molten metal as cool, dense matter sinks whilst warm, less 
dense matter rises. The Coriolis force, resulting from the Earth’s spin, also causes 
swirling whirlpools.  This flow of liquid iron generates electric currents, which in turn 
produce magnetic fields. Charged metals passing through these fields go on to 
create electric currents of their own, and so the cycle continues. This self-sustaining 
loop is known as the geodynamo.

The spiralling caused by the Coriolis force means that separate magnetic fields 

Magnetic Sense In Honey Bees
Graham Kingham
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The earth magnetic field

created are roughly aligned in the same direction, their combined effect adding up to 
produce one vast magnetic field engulfing the whole planet.

Nobody has ever taken the mythical journey to the centre of the Earth, but by 
studying the way shockwaves from earthquakes travel through the planet, physicists 
have been able to work out its likely structure.

Scientists aren’t sure where all of the bees’ magnetic sensors are located. In 
2012, an idea emerged that suggests bees may literally “see” lines of magnetism 
superimposed on their visual image. This does not necessarily mean that the 
information is collected at the bees’ eyes, but it could mean that magnetic and 
visual data merge in the brain, giving bee navigators a view similar to fighter pilots 
whose helmets include projections of pathways and flight data. Obviously, there’s 
still a lot to be unravelled here.  Researchers have also confused the honey bee 
by placing strong magnets in their hives, resulting in twisted and messy combs.  
Similarly, by experimenting with the magnetic field, it appears that bees supplement 
their navigation with magnetic information. Zoologists disturb the bees’ magnetic 
environment and wait to see if anything interesting happens when scout bees host 
bee dance parties. It does. In one unusual experiment, tiny magnets were strapped 
to bees’ bellies. These made it hard for bees to follow flight path data they had 
received back via a waggle dance. Under normal conditions, honey bees can sense 
variations in magnetism 1/2000 as strong as the Earth’s ambient magnetic field.  
Such fine discernment of just a few nano Teslas (nT) implies (according to Taiwanese 
researchers Hsu, Ko, Li, Fann, and Lue) that bees may memorise their homestead 
magnetic field intensity and orientation, allowing them to navigate home from almost 
anywhere.

There is at least one other place that magnetism may play a role in bee behaviour 
– drone congregation sites. Before queens and drones mate, the queen is attracted 
by pheromones to meet up in aerial clusters where drones hang out in great 
numbers. We know that the queen’s "nose" leads her to the mating area. But the 
same congregation sites are used year after year by the drones that gather by 
the thousands but never live more than one season. Repeated use of the same 
congregation spot – by drones that had never been there before – is baffling. 

Now it appears that the spot where drones 
meet to wait on queens may involve local 
magnetic anomalies that encourage drones to 
congregate. 

I am beginning to think of the bee as a 
rather special creature; the worker only lives 
for three weeks outside the hive; it can see 
at speed, can find flowers from a distance 
by smell and taste, gather information by 
vibration through its feet in the dark hive 
during the waggle dance; it uses the ultra 
violet light and polarising light together with 
the magnetic field to map its surrounding 
routes. A specialist in many ways!
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Recipes to Try

Lilah Killock

Here's the classic recipe for honey 
fudge.  Why not have a go at making 
some?  It makes a great Christmas gift.  
Get in lots of practice now, and you will 
be ready to enter it at the upcoming 
South Devon Honey Show in Totnes on 
5 January.

900g granulated sugar
280ml milk
110g butter
110g honey
½ teaspoon of salt
Soak the sugar in the milk for an hour, stirring occasionally.Melt butter in saucepan, 

add all ingredients and bring to the boil. Boil rapidly for 5 minutes, during which time 
the mixture should reach 115°C (240°F). Stir all the time. Take off the heat and beat 
until creamy. Turn into a greased shallow 11" x 7" tin.  Mark when nearly set and cut 
into squares.

Another cookery class to be judged at 
the South Devon Honey Show is a honey 
and orange cake.  This can be made with 
either standard plain flour, or a gluten-free 
flour.  It is delicious made either way.  

170g caster sugar
90g butter
1 tablespoon (15ml) honey
grated rind and juice of one orange
90g soft margarine
3 eggs
225g plain flour
1½ teaspoons of baking powder

 Sugar fondant: suitable for feeding to bees during the cold winter months.
Ingredients (scaleable), eg,1 kg sugar to 280 ml water:   4 parts granulated sugar,  

1 part water, 1 teaspoon white vinegar  
Pour sugar, water and vinegar into saucepan and bring to the boil stirring 

constantly.  Cover and gently boil for about 5 minutes.  Remove lid and check 
temperature with cooking thermometer, continue to boil with lid off until temperature 
reaches 115°C. Remove from heat and cool to 100°C.  Whip with mixer (preferably 
electric) until mixture begins to turn white and creamy with air bubbles.  Donʼt 
overwhip or fondant will go crumbly. (The bees donʼt mind but you canʼt tip it out of 
the setting pan.) Quickly pour into shallow setting pans and allow to cool undisturbed.  
To feed bees, place inverted pan on top of frames (or tip block of fondant out of pan if 
you can). 
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Lastly, another perennial favourite:  flapjacks. 
You can add your own touch to this recipe by 
including extra ingredients such as nuts, dried 
fruits, etc.  

200g butter
200g demerara sugar
200g honey
400g porridge oats
50g of nuts or dried fruit, coconut etc
Heat butter, sugar and honey until the sugar 

has dissolved, mix in the dry ingredients. Place 
in a greased shallow tin and spread to about 2 cms thick. Bake in a pre-heated oven 
at 180°C (350°F) for 15 to 20 minutes. Cool in the tin, turn out and cut into squares.

There's a class for flapjacks in the South Devon Honey Show.

4F Radial Motorised £598

Neopoll 1lkg pack - £3.95
             18k box  - £66.60

(fondant with pollen)

Neopoll 1kg pack -   £3.95
           18kg box   - £66.60

(fondant with pollen)

Apifonda 2.5kg pack -  £5.95
             12.5kg box  - £26.50

(Plain fondant)

ApiInvert 14kg pail -  £29.50
(Inverted sugar syrup)

We can also supply all individuals, groups and association with very good rates on bulk
and wholesale purchases & pallet deliveries

We specialise in ASSEMBLED FRAMES Pre-Wired
and ready to use with or without foundation embedded.

Hives - Extractors - Motor Conversions - Filtration - Pre-Wired Frames - Tools/Sundries - Fondant - Poly Insulated Roofs - Bulk Orders

plus all other beekeeping needs

www.parkbeekeeping.com        02086 949960       info@parkbeekeeping.com       London  Est 1985

10 w/foundation
£29.70

10 Frames
£14.75

Line and grease an 8" round tin.  Cream fats and sugar in bowl until light and fluffy.  
Beat in eggs, one at a time, stir in rind and juice of orange, fold in flour and baking 
powder.  Stir in honey.

Bake at Gas Mark 3, 170°C (325°F) for about one hour or until a skewer comes out 
clean when inserted in centre of cake.  
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Letters to the Editor
I do enjoy the more practical and knowledgeable articles in Beekeeping and was 

delighted to see Andrew Stainer-Smith's article Fermentation in the Jar and also 
Graham Kingham's Genetics of the Honey Bee. A couple of points to amend though 
and pointers to texts for reading and resource.
Fermentation in the Jar by Andrew Stainer-Smith
1st para, page 182: A honey that crystallises quickly must have a high fructose 
content.  Actually fructose is much more soluble in water than glucose and is 
relatively reluctant to crystallise. It is high glucose honey that will crystallise readily, 
eg Oil Seed Rape.  Glucose is less soluble and therefore as the temperature of 
the honey falls and the solution becomes supersaturated it is the glucose which 
crystallises out.

The new BBKA News special edition booklet Advanced Husbandry (available from 
the BBKA web shop or the office) has two excellent articles on honey processing and 
covers these points of crystallisation. Otherwise, Eva Crane's Book of Honey is a 
good resource.
Genetics of the Honey Bee by Graham Kingham
Bottom right, page 190 image caption: New offspring Drones are identical to the 
queen because they develop from an unfertilised egg.

This is a common misunderstanding and implies that the drones are clones of their 
queen. This is not so and is the source of much confusion particularly when queen 
breeding goes awry.

Mitosis is merely cell reproduction without intended change, ie cloning. Each 
queen's egg, being diploid, has two sets of chromosomes in its nucleus, inherited 
from both the queens parents.

Meiosis  The beauty and essential function of sexual reproduction is not in the 
pleasure it gives us directly, but in the power to randomly exchange genetic material 
from both parents to generate offspring that have a chance of being better adapted 
than either parent - Darwin's 'survival of the fittest'.

For the drone offspring particularly, you need to think three generations back to the 
parents of the queen.  To create the female gamete (the egg to be laid) the nucleus 
must go through a reduction process, meiotic division, so that it becomes haploid 
with only one set of chomosomes, and part of this process randomly exchanges 
genetic material from both grandparents.  Each drone is therefore a random mixture 
of his grandparents' genes derived through his mother, ie not indentical to her, nor his 
brothers, and not a clone, and meiosis ensures that.

Most texts on this process are a bit turgid.  The best, because it so graphically 
accomplishes the explanation, is Eigil Holm's Queen Breeding and Genetics (ISBN 
978-1-904846-62-8, published by Northen Bee Books).

Best wishes to both authors and let's see more from both of them please.
Ken Basterfield NDB, DBKA Education Officer,  

BBKA Chair Education & Husbandry
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I am responding on behalf of the BBKA to the letter from Glyn Davies published in 

September 2018 Beekeeping, urging against trapping of Asian Hornets.
Mr Davies states we should not trap, neither with live traps nor killing traps, since 

he believes it harms too many other insect species. His objection to trapping appears 
to be based on his notional claims of enormous by-catch of other valuable insect 
species in our traps.  It is not just honey bees that the AH will be predating once 
they are established. Bumble bees, solitary bees, hover flies, moths and butterflies 
are all meat for the AH table. Compared to the enormous predation that AH will 
make on these other pollinators, our miniscule by-catch in traps should be just that, 
miniscule in comparison.  Andrew Durham of Cambridge BKA writing in September's 
BBKA News: AH, the phoney war demonstrates the inadequacies of the ‘no trapping’ 
approach, and indicates the way ahead. His article is sound and factual. If you work 
through his by-catch figures you will understand how any by-catch that we might 
incur in our traps will be insignificant compared to the enormous natural toll that AH 
will take on other species once it is established.

Rather than trapping, Mr Davies advocates that beekeepers sit all day long 
watching ‘bait on a plate’. It was said of the Asian hornet nest destroyed in 
Woolacombe last year that hornets were visiting the apiary every few hours – not a 
good strike rate. Furthermore, it takes 30 seconds to check a hornet trap to see what 
the visitors have been over the past 24 hours. An obvious analogy is of a beekeeper 
sitting in front of his TV all day long looking at a blank screen until his one-hour 
favourite programme comes on and all because he won't allow his video recorder to 
capture the programme!  ‘Bait on a plate’ is not a workable or long-term monitoring 
solution. The BBKA policy is to encourage monitoring by trapping, in line with Defra 
and National Bee Unit guidance and practice.

We need proper, sound data to drive our actions. I can help out on this one based 
on proper scientific experimental evidence and we 
don't even have to wait for hordes of AH to repeat our 
experiments and prove the merits of trapping.

 Most of us, with any sense, trap wasps at this time of 
the year, since they are also very efficient at destroying 
honey bee colonies, particularly nuclei. During late 
summer, wasp nests are collapsing, and the hungry adults 
are desperate for food, and already doomed. Do I feel 
any guilt at killing wasps at this time of the year? Do you? 
Would you prefer wasps (or in future the Asian hornet) to 
have unrestricted access to destroy your bees?

 Our experiments over three years cover trap types, 
bait types, positioning and 'by-catch' type and  frequency. 
Image 1 shows the 24 hour catch in an out apiary.  In this 
yellow top trap, can you see anything other than wasps? Is 
there a 'by-catch' evident? No.

 Image 2  shows the analysis of a three-day 
catch in a similar trap in the home apiary. Honey 
bee by-catch is unusual with this  type of bait 

Image 1: no by-catch here, 
only wasps in this 24-hour 

sample
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Image 2: 
This 3-day 

sample 
analysis 
shows 

very little 
by-catch 
and then 
mostly 
flies

(normally none) but if robbing is taking place, as in this case, the honey bees become 
indiscriminate in their frantic actions. There are only 10 honeybees in this sample 
compared to 793 wasps and 2 European hornets. These hornets are still hunting for 
meat; we have seen them fly and dismember captured wasps, I would speculate that 
they enter the traps for easy pickings and get trapped themselves.   Are there any 
other valuable pollinators in the by-catch?  There are no bumble bees, no solitary 
bees, no hover flies, no moths, no butterflies and only one ladybird in this typical 
sample. I have invited DARG to help further these trapping experiments. 

The only significant by-catch is of flies: small fruit 
flies from the nearby orchard, other clustering flies 
which habitually hibernate in the farm buildings 
and a number of Green Bottles (blow flies)  which 
enter into the trap hoping to lay their eggs on the 
decaying wasp bodies, and eventually, if left alone, 
their maggots consuming all.   

Image 3 shows maggots of the flies breeding in 
this 10-day old sample.

Image 4 was taken during the daily inspection 
to release any hornets. It is difficult to tip the jar 
without losing the bait so we simply lift them out 
with a finger and put them somewhere warm to 
recover their body temperature for flying. The 
European hornet really is a lovely, interesting 
creature and though they take the occasional bee Image 3: Maggots in wasp trap jar
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and some of my grapes in 
the greenhouse, I wouldn't be 
without them. Daily inspection 
of monitoring traps allows 
European hornets to be 
released unharmed.

In light of this, and the lack of 
supporting evidence provided 
by Mr Davies, ‘no trapping and 
no by-catch’  appears to be an 
unfounded ideological posture. 
By-catch fears are a distraction. 
We must be willing to use 
trapping against the Asian 
hornet – both for monitoring, 
and as a means of control.

French beekeeping is apparently in a parlous state after ten years in which AH has 
spread its depredations across the whole country. Jersey, a small island, has failed to 
eradicate it. Can we on the mainland do any better? I strongly doubt it. AH is coming 
and we need an integrated plan of control.  Trapping is going to be an essential part 
of that. There are hopes for things like AH sex pheromone traps eventually but these 
are way off in the future. Currently, all we have is trapping, particularly spring trapping 
for culling newly-emerged AH queens to prevent the establishment of nests, and nest 
destruction, most likely in the autumn, when they become more evident.

So are you willing to sacrifice your bees or will you play your part in trapping Asian 
hornets?

Ken Basterfield NDB  
Chair Education & Husbandry, BBKA

Image 4: releasing stray European hornets from the trap

In the July edition of BBKA News Pam Hunter expressed concern that some 
Wildlife Trusts and other bodies such as the National Trust do not allow honey bees 
to be kept on their reserves and that this situation must be addressed.  All pollinators, 
honey bees, bumblebees, solitary bees and wasps, hoverflies, butterflies and moths 
face problems of declining numbers, some are threatened with extinction; they all 
need our help.

The report this year of a study by Cambridge University Zoology Department has 
examined how honey bees and other pollinators interact and possibly compete for 
the available forage. The Cambridge researchers state that die offs in honey bee 
colonies are an agricultural not a conservation issue. Co-author Dr Jonas Geldman 
has said  … the crisis in global pollinator decline has been associated with one 
species above all, the western honey bee, yet this is one of the few  pollinator 
species that is continually replenished through breeding and agriculture.  We all know 
how vital honey bees are for pollination but so are the wild pollinators. Dr Geldman 
again: Generating honey bee colonies for crop production is problematic; it can 
result in massive spillover from farmed honey bees into the landscape potentially 
outcompeting wild pollinators. The authors also say There is a lack of distinction in 
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public understanding fuelled by misguided charity campaigns and media reports 
between an agricultural problem and an urgent biodiversity issue.

None of this is welcome reading to those of us who enjoy both keeping bees 
and teaching others to do the same but we need to address this conflict and find 
a balance for the benefit of all pollinators. The biggest problem with supposedly 
declining honey bee numbers seems to be that we do not know how many 
beekeepers and colonies there actually are as so many beekeepers do not join 
the BBKA or register with the NBU. All other food producing animals as Defra also 
defines honey bees, must be registered, so why not honey bees?  If registration was 
compulsory we might begin to understand how threatened our honey bees really are.

Honey bees are kept all over the British Isles in both rural and urban sites and our 
parish churches are now encouraging the keeping of hives in churchyards, many 
of which are already wonderful wildlife havens.  Would adding honey bees help or 
hinder the wildlife already there? The prospect of bees swarming into belfries is 
unlikely to be music to the ears of bellringers - the bats don’t fly out and sting them! 
You can attend a course to teach you how to look after bees in a churchyard.  Some 
food manufacturers are running schemes to help their farmer suppliers to keep bees 
on their land so there doesn’t seem to be a shortage of sites for hives.  Beekeepers 
can sometimes be guilty of being a little oblivious to the needs of other pollinators 
and maybe we should allow the guardians of our natural environment to reserve their 
sites for the benefit of the threatened species of wildlife they are protecting.

Julie Elkin
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Sweetener v Health Food
Jeremy Barnes

Too often the American public views honey as no more than a sweetener, on a 
par with maple and agave syrup.  There is little awareness of the value of local raw 
honey, and   it is easy to think we beekeepers are alone in our concerns about the 
prevalence of impurities in imported honey. Perhaps there is a lesson to be learned 
from another product that invariably is taken for granted. 

Vanilla is an orchid.   Mexico, to which it is native, is today only a minor producer, 
having been overtaken by Madagascar and Indonesia in the 1960s. The combination 
of high humidity, shade, and moderate temperatures at the forest shoreline is perfect 
for growing vanilla on these latter two islands.  A clinging vine reaching lengths of 
up to 100 metres, the pale white flowers bloom for just one day each year and are 
fertile for only 8 to 12 hours during that time.  The initial challenge was that outside of 
Mexico, no fruit, in the form of vanilla beans, was produced. Horticulturists eventually 
discovered that the pollen on a vanilla orchid flower is inaccessible to most insects, 
including honey bees; only the small Melipona bee, which is peculiar to Mexico, was 
able to reach the pollen and hence to fertilise the flowers. 

According to Nancy Kacungira, on the BBC website, an enslaved boy named 
Edmond Albius, on the island of Réunion which is a northerly neighbour of 
Madagascar,  invented a painstaking way of pollinating by hand.  Using a sharp thin 
stick, he lifted the fragile membrane between the male and female parts of the flower 
and then pushed one into the other, thus facilitating pollination. This was, and still is, 
the necessary process for every flower on every vine to produce the fruit-pods filled 
with thousands of the tiny black seeds we eventually see, for example, in high quality 
vanilla ice cream.  

Dates and vanilla are the only major crops today that are almost entirely hand-
pollinated.

Madagascan vanilla farmers have to check their plants every morning; to miss the 
fertilisation window for a flower, or to damage the plant, is to lose out on precious 
pods.  It takes approximately 600 blossoms pollinated by hand to produce one 
kilogram of cured beans, which are worth about $500 - a hefty sum in a country 
where the average annual per capita income is $1,500.

It takes nine months for the vanilla pods to mature and to be harvested. The still-
green beans start to ferment quickly, so buyers must be found fast. Small farmers 
typically sell green pods to middlemen who gather large amounts to sell to local 
exporters.  An industry flush with cash attracts unscrupulous new entrants, many of 
whom pay advances even before the farmers have planted any vines, who, in turn, 
end up having to steal from others to fulfil the orders.  To deter theft, the farmers 
are stamping their names, or sometimes serial numbers, on to individual pods while 
they’re still on the vine. Even when the pods are dried, the markings are legible.

The robberies are often violent, with dozens of murders in Madagascar linked to 
vanilla and little protection or investigation from the police.  Some growers have taken 
the law into their own hands - in one village, a machete-wielding crowd descended on 
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five suspected gangsters, hacking and stabbing them to death.

There is an environmental impact too as vanilla prices soar. Increasingly more of 
the forest coastline is being burnt to allow for the planting of vanilla. Trees, home to 
endangered lemurs, are cut down and will take hundreds of years to regrow.  Plants, 
insects and animals that rely on a delicate balance start to disappear as a fragile 
ecosystem is badly damaged to cater for the global demand for vanilla beans.

Analogies to the honey bee industry, the violence aside, are evident: Chinese 
pear growers pollinating by hand; proposals to use mechanical drone pollinators; 
the length of time needed to produce a crop; the relatively low price for the product 
related to the work involved; middlemen who import and mix different strains; 
increasing hive thefts to the point that some beekeepers are inserting computer chips 
in their hives; and the degradation of a pollinator-friendly environmental system.  
Whereas the price of honey is relatively stagnant, the 80,000 vanilla growers are 
making more money than before but their small plots produce limited amounts of 
beans. It is the middlemen and the exporters who are raking in the big money.

But here is the kicker.  If you’re eating something vanilla-flavoured, or smelling 
something vanilla-scented, it’s probably artificial. As they work their way upward 
through the chain, vanilla pods become increasingly expensive - earlier this year 
the price of vanilla per pound was higher than silver - the quality is not any better, 
and vanilla options were removed from many European menus for ice cream, 
creme brulées, cupcakes and candles.  This at a time when more customers are 
wanting to eat authentic food and shying away from chemicals and lab-produced 
substitutes. Scientists have been making synthetic vanillin - the compound that gives 
vanilla its aroma - since the 19th century, extracting it from coal, tar, rice bran, wood 
pulp and even cow dung. Today, the vast majority of synthetic vanillin comes from 
petrochemicals and can be twenty times cheaper than the real thing.

Beekeepers are familiar with undeclared synthetic substances in honey, especially 
that which is imported.  As a sweetener, adulterated honey is lamentable although 
not critical, but if honey is to be advocated as a health food, as it is Europe, product 
integrity is critical.  Raw honey can be promoted for weight management, as a natural 
energy source, as an antioxidant powerhouse, to promote restorative sleep, as a 
wound and ulcer healer, a diabetic aid, a natural cough syrup and as a possible 
counter to some pollen allergies. Most important of all, and the ultimate selling point, 
is that honey is the most potent brain food of all and is an integral part of the critical 
evolutionary steps that helped define our species. 

More of that in the next issue. 

Exeter Improvers Course at Broadclyst Village Hall
6 sessions starting 6th February 2019

 7 pm to 9 pm
Cost of Course £110

David Packham, Bee Inspector, will be running a course for beekeepers who 
have had bees for a few years and now wish to Improve their skills.

Course will cover Honeybee Management, Queen Rearing, Bee Forage, 
Varroa and IPM, Bee Pests and Diseases.

If you would like to book for the course please visit Exeter website
www.exeterbeekeepers.org.uk
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DEVON BEEKEEPERS’ DAY AND AGM
(hosted by Plymouth Branch)

Saturday 15th December 2018

Lister Room and Fleming Room 

The Future Inn
Plymouth International Business Park

1 William Prance Road, Plymouth PL6 5ZD

PROGRAMME
LISTER ROOM

09.30 Refreshments on arrival outside the Lister Room

10.00 Welcome and Introduction - Christopher Smith, DBKA President

10.15  DBKA Annual General Meeting - Chaired by Tony Lindsell

11.15 John De Carteret from Jersey Beekeepers and a leading member in 
               their campaign to deal with the Asian Hornet
 
 Lunch - see note below

13.30 Presentation of awards including Education Certificates, 
 Frank Alston Memorial Skep

14.30  Dr Claire Bethune – Consultant Immunologist at Derriford Hospital
 Reactions to Bee Stings
 
 DBKA Prize Draw
  
15.00  Q & A Session with DBKA Officers on any issues members 
 would like to raise

15.30  Closure by Christopher Smith

FLEMING ROOM

Branch, NBU and DARG Displays and National Bee Supplies

Free entry including a cup of tea/coffee on arrival but does not include refreshments.

PARKING: there is plenty of free car parking but drivers must register their cars at Reception 
as soon as they arrive. Failure to do this could result in the vehicle being clamped and its driver 
incurring a £100 release fee.
LUNCH: can be taken on site in Fishbones Restaurant or you may bring your own packed lunch 
but this must be eaten within the confines of the conference rooms.  A variety of meals are 
available from sandwiches, salads and main courses.

Please note this programme may be subject to change 

Chris Smith 
President

Tony Lindsell 
Chairman
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Diary Dates

East Devon eastdevonbk.co.uk 01404 841629
Exeter exeterbeekeepers.org.uk 01392 832956
Holsworthy holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk 01237 440165
Newton Abbot nabk.org.uk 07935 041168
North Devon northdevonbee.co.uk 07791 679283
Okehampton okehamptonbee.co.uk 01363 82361
Plymouth plymouthbeekeepers.btik.com 01752 338279
Tavistock tavistock-beekeepers.org.uk 07824 627766
Tiverton tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk 01363 860252

Torbay tbbk.co.uk 01803 844804
Totnes & Kingsbridge totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com 01752 894094

Members may attend meetings of any Branch but it’s advisable to telephone the 
Branch Secretary first. Contact details are: 

NOVEMBER
Thu 1 7.30pm East Devon Branch AGM with talk by Evelyn and Ges 

Pelham What Surrey Bees Can Teach Us 
(Kilmington Village Hall)

Sat 3 12 noon DARG Annual Dinner and AGM (Furzeleigh Mill Hotel, 
Buckfastleigh)

Sun 4 9.45am South Devon Beekeepers Convention (The 
Ariel Centre, Totnes) See overleaf for details

Thu 8 7.30pm Okehampton Branch AGM and Social (Whiddon Down 
Village Hall)

Sat 10 10am - 
4pm

Holsworthy Make soaps, candles, creams and emollients 
Booking essential. Email oakmeadhouse@
gmail.com (The Stables, Chilsworthy)

Sat 10 2.00pm Torbay Branch AGM with speaker David Charles Bees 
and Trees (St Paul's Church, Preston.)

Mon 12 7:30pm Holsworthy Branch AGM, Bring and Share Supper, Auction  
(The Stables, Chilsworthy) 

Mon 12 7.30pm Torbay Gerry Stuart and Judith Norman  Asian Hornet                                       
Tracking in Jersey (St Paul’s Church, Preston)

Thu 15 7.30pm Plymouth Branch AGM (Blindmans Wood Scout Centre)
Thu 15 7.30pm Tavistock Branch AGM followed by food - bring and share 

a plate (Tavistock Parish Room, Plymouth Rd)
Sat 17 2.00pm Newton Abbot Branch AGM (Clay Lane Apiary)
Sun 18 2.00pm North Devon Branch AGM (Roundswell Community Hall, 

Barnstaple)
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Sun 18 2.30pm Totnes & 

Kingsbridge
Branch AGM with lecture: Ken Basterfield 
Processing Beeswax and Bring and Share 
Sunday Tea (Village Hall, Moreleigh TQ9 7JQ)

Wed 21 7.30pm Tiverton Branch AGM and Fun with Beeswax 
(Uplowman Village Hall)

Sat 24 7.00pm Totnes & 
Kingsbridge

Social and Quiz: Bring a plate of food to share 
(South Brent Church Room)

Mon 26 7.00pm Exeter Branch AGM with talk by Richard Ball 
(Topsham Rugby Club)

DECEMBER
Thu 6 7.00pm East Devon Christmas Social and members presenting own 

inventions (Kilmington Village Hall)
Sun 9 12 noon DARG Review of 2018 - Programme Planning 2019 

(Uplowman Village Hall)
Sun 9 12.30pm Plymouth Branch Christmas Lunch (Boringdon Golf Club)
Mon 10 7.30pm Torbay Branch Christmas Social Evening: bring food to 

share (St Paul’s Church, Paignton )
Thu 13 7.30pm Okehampton Film The Honeybee (Whiddon Down Village 

Hall)
Sat 15 9.30am DBKA Beekeepers’ Day & DBKA AGM (The Future 

Inn, Plymouth) See page 220
Mon 17 7.00pm Exeter Exeter Christmas Meeting (Topsham Rugby 

Club)
Wed 19 7.00pm Tiverton Christmas Dinner (Tiverton Indoor Bowling 

Club)
JANUARY
Sat 5 9.00am - 

3.00pm
Newton Abbot/
Torbay/Totnes & 
Kingsbridge

South Devon Honey Show (Methodist Church, 
Fore Street, Totnes) 

Tue 8 7.30pm Plymouth Quiz Night (Blindmans Wood Scout Centre)
Sun 27 10.00am Plymouth Wax Extraction/Frame Making (Branch Apiary)

South Devon Beekeepers Convention
Sunday 4 November 

The Ariel Centre, King Edward VI Community College, Totnes TQ9 5JX
Keith Delaplane The Honey Bee Superorganism and how it explains everything

Multiple Mating in the Queen: liability or asset? 
Andy Willis A Bee's Eye View of Beekeeping

Claire Barker Beauty and the Bees
£20 on the door  Reception Desk opens 9.15 am

Book Stall, Equipment and Trade Stands  
For full details see www. devonbeekeepers.org.uk or telephone 01803 866028
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Visit our shop: Hameldown House, Hameldown Road, Exeter Road Industrial Estate, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 1UB

www.beekeeping.co.uk       0844 326 2010         info@beekeeping.co.uk 

All our poly hives and nuc hives come with a full set 
of frames* and foundation

Why choose poly from us this winter?

"One of the strongest polyhives on the market"

Poly Hives 
Polystyrene National Hive with Plastic 
Queen Excluder, Frames and Foundation
PLY02

Nuc Boxes 
Polystyrene Nucleus Box with Feeder, 
Frames, Foundation and Candy Feed
PLY07

Our poly hives and nuc hives are:
✓ FROM AS LITTLE AS £64.95! 
✓ superior insulation against the elements
✓ easy to store should you wish to use wood 

in the Spring and Summer
✓ look great when painted – and we supply 

non-toxic paint, perfect for hives
✓ ideal to use all year round
✓ easy to clean, light to move
✓ a solution for over- 

wintering and 
transporting bees

*Hoffman frames supplied fl at packed for easy assemble

ONLY
£149.95

PLY02

Hive, Frames, 
Foundation and 
Queen Excluder

ONLY
£64.95

PLY01

Nuc Hive, 
Frames, 

Foundation 
and Candy

Christmas gift ideas
Bee-merry with us this Christmas 
and choose from a stunning 
selection of gifting ideas each 
with a charming bee theme! This 
Christmas NBS have it covered! Visit 
beekeeping.co.uk/christmas-gifts

NBS_BeeCraft_Christmas Gifts.indd   1 16/10/2018   15:26
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DBKA  
Holsworthy 

Spring Convention
Saturday 23 February 2019

Memorial Hall, Holsworthy EX22 6DJ
This year we welcome Presidents and Speakers from Ireland and Scotland each 
offering two talks: a long talk and a practical short talk which we are calling Snapshots. 

Gerry Ryan, President Federation of Irish Beekeepers (retired August)  
Maximising Your Bees - to maximise honey production   
Snapshot: Beekeeping in a Barrel - a way to augment weak  
colonies and nuc production   

Phil McAnespie from Ayr in Scotland, ex-President 
of the Scottish Beekeepers and now Vice-President 
again!!

Beekeeping in our Present Environment - looking at  
beekeeping issues past and present
Snapshot: Beekeeping in Scotland - kind of bees kept, the 
challenges and support mechanisms   

Jim Ryan from North Tipperary
Keeping Bees in the Swarming Season - Management and Practices   
Snapshot: Assessing Brood Viability and Queen Quality 

Devon NBU Inspectors: The View from Here - a Devon all-round update

TRADE HALL to include Thornes, BB Wear, Bee Craft, Eckworthy Farm, Vita Europa
Reception opens at 9 am.  Breakfast butties on sale (last orders 9.45 am)

Lectures start 10 am and finish 5 pm
Tickets include Teas, Coffees, Homemade Cakes, Ploughman’s Lunch with Hot Puds   

e-tickets at www.holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk. 
Cost:  Holsworthy Members £18, under-16s £10, all others £20

PAY ON THE DAY 

Phil McAnespie

Gerry Ryan

Jim Ryan


